China and the Modern World: Diplomacy and Political Secrets
1869-1950

China and the Modern World: Diplomacy and Political Secrets brings to academics and researchers valuable material from the British India Office Records held at the British Library. Newly scanned records from the Political and Secret Department, the Burma Office (created as a separate entity in 1937) and the Military Department, are now available for the first time as a digital archive, covering British interests in Asia and Anglo-Chinese relations from 1869-1950.
ABOUT THE ARCHIVE

Through intelligence and diplomatic mission reports, correspondence, official diaries, memoranda, pamphlets, gazetteers and maps, this collection offers a panoramic insight into British interests in Inner (Central) and South East Asia in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, particularly relating to frontier regions between China and British India, such as Xinjiang (Chinese Turkestan), Tibet and Yunnan, and events on the Myanmar (Burma) - China border. The material also covers the rivalry between Britain and Russia in the regions covered ("the Great Game") and the regional impact of global events. More importantly the collection follows the relationship between China and Britain through major events from the aftermath of the Opium Wars, Boxer Rebellion of 1899-1901 to Sino-British cooperation in the Second World War.

The ability to cross-search this collection with other Asian Studies collections such as China and the Modern World:* Missionary, Sinology, and Literary Periodicals, China and the Modern World: Records of the Maritime Customs Service of China 1854-1949 and NCCO: Asia and the West through Gale Primary Sources opens unprecedented opportunities for scholarship and discovery.

*Previously named ‘China from Empire to Republic’

ARCHIVE SNAPSHOT

Approximate Size: 226,000 pages
Year of earliest document: 1869
Year of last document: 1950
Language: English

SUBJECTS SUPPORTED

• Western Imperialism and Colonialism in the Far East
• Chinese Politics and Diplomacy
• Global and international relations
• Sino-British relations from the mid-19th to mid-20th centuries
• Border studies and politics
• Ethnic minorities in China and its bordering regions
• The Silk Road and trade history

FEATURES AND TOOLS

Textual Analysis Tools Identify and visualise patterns, trends, and relationships to explore content in new ways.

Stand-alone or Cross-search Capabilities Use the archive on its own or cross-search with other Gale primary source collections to make connections that were not possible previously.

Browse Manuscripts Browse through each part of the collection as well as search the metadata.

Essays & Resources Access scholarly essays from leading academics to guide and supplement your research.
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Jonathan Saha, Associate Professor of Southeast Asian History, School of History, University of Leeds
Xu Jianying, Research Fellow, Institute of Chinese Borderland Studies, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (Beijing)

LEARN MORE

For more information, or to request a trial, please visit gale.com/diplomacy